Pop-up events are an increasingly widespread cultural practice. From flash mobs to yarn bombing, themed supper clubs to shortterm retail markets, temporary sites are being constructed across private and public space to gather people together for commercial and cultural events. Pop-ups, despite their different contexts and the different intentions of their makers, offer some kind of spatial intervention. In their commercial manifestations, they intervene in precarious economic spaces, inhabiting underused or aban doned environments both to take advantage of their low overhead and to illustrate their potential future value. Commercial pop-ups also counter the growing practice of online shopping with the al lure of a unique and time-limited retail experience offered by a pop-up store. Multinational corporations and city governments have also adopted pop-up practices as branding exercises designed to draw larger crowds to their public events. Examples of recent pop-ups within Canada include the Ikea Play café in Toronto, a Muji pop-up in Vancouver, and Google's temporary donut store to promote Google Home (Sagan) . In a different vein, a partner ship between arts organizations Art Spin and Small World Music with the City of Toronto resulted in the in/future (infuture.ca) arts festival in 2016. As a large-scale example of a pop-up, the two-week music, performance, film, and art festival re-inhabited Toronto's Ontario Place, which has been largely unused by the city for almost ten years. In addition, long-standing festivals like the Toronto International Film Festival and large art events like Nuit Blanche have incorporated pop-up events as a routine element of their annual programming. In a number of these contexts, valid concerns arise around the instrumentalization of art and artists by governments and businesses for economic ends (Harvie) .
Operating beyond these larger corporate and institutional sites, pop-up practices also appear in the work of a growing num ber of artists and art collectives globally. 1 Many of these artists translate commercial pop-up culture into a critically resistant for mal practice. Here, pop-up events often challenge the commer cialization and institutionalization of art through a purposeful dis tancing from institutional environments, preferring public venues to galleries, theatres, and museum spaces. As Andreas Huyssen argues, the increasing tendency toward programming spectacleoriented blockbuster shows has situated institutions like museums within the realm of mass media, making them appear more and more as a hybrid between public fairs and department stores-a trend that has had a profound impact on the "politics of exhib iting and viewing" (14). Huyssen's critique of museums as mass medium can be extended readily to art galleries and even more so to the global public exhibition scene. Artists employing pop-up as a medium can thus be read as offering important interventions within the art world with its contemporary forms of co-optation and commodification. This work echoes earlier efforts by perform ance artists of the 1960s-in movements such as Fluxus and Hap penings-to experiment with non-traditional art spaces as a way of resisting the dominance and elitism of art market imperatives.
Twentieth-century avant-garde art from 1920s Dadaist salons to 1960s Happenings shared a desire to bring art into greater dia logue with everyday life in order to counter its depoliticization within the art world (Berghaus 2005; Witkovsky 2011 ). Cur rent artistic expressions of pop-up also explore the relationship between art and everyday life. Like performance art, pop-ups are ontologically and formally contingent and ephemeral. A recent blog post by Inbal Drue dedicated to mapping pop-up art globally argued that, through the pop-up format, "art could be anything and anywhere for a brief moment-before it was gone" (Drue) . This is greatly reminiscent of Allan Kaprow's definition of Hap penings as that which "simply happen [s] . . . [t] hey exist for a single performance, or only a few and are gone forever" (16) (17) . Early Happenings were often intentionally structured as site-spe cific interventions, working against the separation between the art object and the embodied experiences of the audience. Similar to pop-up culture now, they were temporally limited actions that sought an intimate and participatory audience. Beyond the impulse to bring art into everyday life and non institutional contexts, Happenings and current pop-up art also reveal an impulse toward public assembly. The formal structure of pop-up art events, like Happenings, is built upon bringing disparate people together for a brief moment in time to share an aesthetic experience. Within this context, assembly is contingent on people gathering in space not for a mass public address or pro test, but to encourage embodied forms of interaction between au diences and the art environment. In this way, pop-up art events, like Happenings, have a theatricality implicit within their form: they performatively stage art as an encounter among people, spac es, and things, drawing our attention to the interconnectedness and meaningfulness of such encounters.
Pop
As the art world has canonized earlier modes of performance art and, increasingly, urban planners and municipal governments capitalize on pop-ups to brand their cities as creative hubs, the aes thetic form of the pop-up offers a vital, but nevertheless precarious, model for critical resistance. The pop-up is often-and quicklyco-opted as a marketing strategy; it enables momentary support for a site-specific project to temporarily inhabit an everyday space, but does not require long-term investment in cultural or physical infra structure that might support it on an ongoing basis. In light of this, my discussion of pop-up art will limit its focus to examples of my own pop-up art practice that functions in a tenuous within/against relationship to institutional support. I am founder and director of the Mobile Art Studio (MAS), a transitory creative research lab that brings art outside of the gallery and into public space. The short-term pop-up works produced by MAS often structure the performative, site-specific encounter to engage members of the public as participants in a critique of the institutional spaces in which the event is situated. MAS's pop-up events seek to open other, necessary forms of conversation in the sites themselves-ex panding what the space can be, if only for a brief moment.
It is from this perspective that I will read small-scale pop up events as an art medium that encourages meaningful forms of public assembly. Pop-up art events offer "a mode of address and a mechanism of assembly" (Gerecke and Levin) that infuses aes thetic value into broader instances of politicized public discourse relevant to everyday lived experience. In the following examples, the pop-up becomes the vehicle for a performative transformation of institutional settings into temporary sites of the carnivalesque; in the upending of power structures made possible by these spaces, forms of institutional critique may emerge. Further, the fleeting transformations of these spaces can encourage artists and audi ences to explore the less visible narratives and lived experiences that inhabit pop-up spaces.
My understanding of assembly in this context is deeply in formed by Judith Butler's Notes Toward a Performative Theory of Assembly, where she argues that bodies assembled in public space function as a performative gesture, en masse. In the context of protest, such assembly asserts "the right to appear"-eliciting "a bodily demand for a more livable set of lives" (25). Butler ar gues that, in their effort to counter dominant forms of institu tional power, public assemblies create provisional "alliance among groups of people who do not otherwise find much in common," producing a "coalitional framework" (27). Assembly is thus performative because it names "a power language has to bring about a new situation or to set into motion a set of effects" (Butler 28 ). For Butler, the key to understanding performative utterances is to recognize "not only that language acts, but that it acts powerfully" (28). While Butler often uses the language of speech acts in her de scription of assemblies as performative acts (and perhaps does not give "bodily performativity" the nuanced analysis that it deserves), her ultimate goal is to think through bodily enactment as forms of collective expression.
Butler's view of performative assembly in the realm of con temporary protest culture provides insights into aesthetic practices that encourage assembly as well. The pop-up, as a formal aesthetic practice, also asserts a right to appear-in this case, the right of art to appear in public, everyday spaces and to claim its independence from institutional or corporate interests. By making this link, I am not suggesting an equivalent value between the demands for the rights of livable lives outlined by many forms of contempor ary protest and pop-up art's performative assertion for the right to publicly appear. It would be an overstatement of Butler's ideas to argue that pop-up art functions in the same way as the public assemblies of Occupy Wall Street, Black Lives Matter, and Tehran Square. However, I do believe the concept of performative assem bly offers useful insights into the value of coordinated aesthetic action in everyday life and, by extension, politics.
The pop-up, as a formal aesthetic practice, also asserts a right to appear-the right of art to appear in public, everyday spaces and to claim its independence from institutional or corporate interests.
My extension of Butler's notion of performative assembly to pop-up art resonates with John Dewey's assertion that the aes thetic is valuable only insofar as it relates to everyday life. Pop-up art's unexpected appearance-beyond the predetermined uses of a given space-intentionally defamiliarizes everyday environments, asking us to re-examine the habituated flows of life and struc tural beliefs contained within them. This is vital, as the everyday is host to many normalized practices and views that we rarely in spect up close, but that we must interrogate if we are to combat the ideological lulling of dominant culture (hooks). In this way, pop-up art can counter elitist discourses of modernist autonomy and transcendence within high art. Dewey argues that what high art negates is an aesthetics tied to "scenes of ordinary experience," which, in turn, risks a removal of art from "the scope of common or community life" (157). For Dewey, recognizing the deep ties between aesthetic experiences writ large and the deepest forma tion of our social structures was-and arguably still is-vital. At their best, pop-up artworks have the potential to assert aesthetic experience in the realm of public everyday life, assembling dispa rate spectators who might not otherwise encounter one anotherand thus allowing for provisional forms of community over a shared topic or theme. Here, pop-ups produce a community of sense whereby their active presence "cuts out a space and time" that produces "forms of visibility" and "patterns of intelligibility" (Rancière 31). For Jacques Rancière, material divisions are also symbolic partitions; in this context, art offers "contingent con figurations of the common" (32). In other words, art events like pop-ups offer sites for the assembling of provisional communities in an effort to bring to light, and render intelligible, locally situ ated matters of concern.
| FEATURES
In the brief examples of MAS pop-up projects that follow, and through a discussion of student-generated pop-up events over the last four years, I will consider how pop-up art can function as a form of public pedagogy that makes direct interventions within the institutional spaces of the university. Further, I will discuss how pop-up art's ephemerality can work both in and against city festival culture with a look at Reconstruction, a four-hour cho reographed performance put on by MAS for NightShift, Kitch ener-Waterloo's annual all-night art and 'place-hacking' festival in 2016. All of the projects discussed below take up acts of defamil iarization in the everyday spaces of public life in an effort to both make visible what is often overlooked within the space and also to propose new patterns of intelligibility that prioritize lived ex periences. In doing so, these examples of pop-up practice model assemblies that encourage dialogue for the public good.
All the projects created through MAS use the pop-up format to performatively 'make space' for creativity as both a complement and a challenge to the activities normally sanctioned by institu tionalized spaces. MAS operates through a feminist commitment to finding new aesthetic meaning for abandoned and underval ued materials, experiences, and histories. The projects invite par ticipants to articulate some aspect of their lived experience of the pop-up space via artist materials and, at times, through creative prompts provided by the pop-up itself. Between 2015 and 2017, early prototypes of the pop-up format were explored through a yearly show on the University of Waterloo campus. These shows encouraged undergraduate students to work as artists reflecting on their experiences of university life in various contexts.
2 Developed in the context of a fourth-year seminar I conduct annually, these explorations culminate with a three-hour pop-up art gallery in a high-traffic area on campus.
The class asks students with little-to-no artistic experience to engage with questions of aesthetics and politics through collabora tive art installations for public audiences. As a form of practice-as research, this offers students a low-pressure, short-term opportun ity to express their intellectual findings in non-traditional forms. In this pedagogical context, pop-ups allow for provisional forms of engagement between student, teacher, peers, and faculty. The show themes are developed by students in response to theoretical texts they debate in class. In the 2015 iteration, the show focused specifically on capitalism and consumerism. Students created a pop-up mall that sold nothing; instead they gave away paper bags inscribed with our 'mall' logo and offered pieces of art for audi ences to take away with them. In 2016, the theme shifted to a parallel critique of art's institutionalized reification within the mu seum and the reification of everyday life as image in social media. Audiences had to walk through a life-sized Instagram photo frame to enter the space. Once inside, they were confronted with highly tactile, participatory activities, like stress-relieving ball pit 'pools' and henna stations that could only be experienced live.
In both years, students brought a playful, irreverent tone to their work-inspired by Kaprow and Banksy-and actively po sitioned it against 'capital A art.' They took very seriously ideas of blurring art and everyday life, turning toward their everyday spaces (both on and off campus) for inspiration. In 2016, one group created the "Gallery of Random Shit," which included a blank canvas with an open invitation to audiences to paint and collage. Students were interested in contrasting the physicality The Gallery of Random Shit, performance installation, 2016. Artist: Alysha Ukani.
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and publicness of this live painting on canvas with the anticipated practice of audiences subsequently taking selfies of their work for sharing on social media.
The 2017 iteration of the pop-up was developed in conjunc tion with a theatre production, Unconscious Curriculum: Rape Culture on Campus, as part of a department initiative to confront gender-based sexual violence in universities. The pop-up art show, And So We Unravel: Standing in and Against Rape Culture, was the most overtly political and most well received of the campus pop-up shows to date. As a complement to the theatre produc tion's specific exploration of sexual assault on campus, the pop-up dealt with rape culture in the broadest possible sense. Students approached the topic from their lived, embodied experience and sought to engage their publics directly. The students' collective artist statement defined rape culture as "the normalization and acceptance of unequal gendered power dynamics at social, cultur al, individual, and institutional levels." They used this definition to guide their creative exploration of topics including consent, vic tim blaming, domestic violence, the early gendering of children, neoliberalism in relation to 'mean girl' and 'bro' culture, and dif ferently gendered experiences of space.
This iteration of pop-up practice undertaken by MAS best speaks to Butler's notion of assembly, with its performative ability to assert the right of precarious subjects to appear and be brought fully into discourse. As she states, " [t] here can be no entry into the sphere of appearance without a critique of differential forms of power by which that sphere is constituted" (50). Further, the role of public assembly is "to establish new forms of appearance that seek to overcome that differential form of power" (Butler 51 ). This form of appearance, of course, is tied to the repetition of ev eryday acts-performativity of daily life-and offers a way into engaging with the performative politics of precarity: that is, who has the right to become visible in, and take up, public space (But ler 51). The show brought under greater scrutiny how, and with what consequences, differently gendered subjects can appear in public by directly engaging with the types of power that determine these appearances on campus. One piece annotated a University of Waterloo campus map with photos contrasting women students' concerns for safety when walking alone with their male peers' ex periences. Another constructed an interior domestic setting and populated it with evidence of the cycle of domestic abuse as if it were a crime scene. A few pieces took on the early gendering of chil dren: one featured lullabies encouraging victim-shaming and the idea of men as sexually dominant; another explored the practice of gender reveal parties and the sexist messages we surround children
The pop-up ignited many discussions on-site. This was one of the first times on the University of Waterloo campus that these conversations about rape culture occurred publicly between students and faculty, which marks it as a significant site of pedagogy in itself.
with from birth. A piece that garnered a great deal of attention and recognition by students was a collage of abusive language collected from people's experiences on dating apps like Tinder.
The pop-up ignited many discussions on-site. This was one of the first times on the University of Waterloo campus that these conversations about rape culture occurred publicly between stu dents and faculty, which marks it as a significant site of pedagogy in itself. Despite struggling with such a difficult topic, the experi ence made an impact on the students and their audiences, showing them how the lived, embodied experiences amplified by the show constitute a valid basis for knowledge production-and how this knowledge could be meaningfully translated outside of tradition al academic confines. This inspired several students to do an in dependent pop-up at various locations on campus that dealt with mental health and stress during the exam period. The pop-up took over the foyer of a main campus library with large colourful he lium balloons. Students encouraged people to either write posi tive messages on the balloons or else to share their sense of anxiety and worry. In this way, the balloons became sites of assembly for messages with similar sentiments. This was a popular activity with students and gained a lot of traction on local social media channels, producing an ad hoc community of support at a stressful time for students and revealing the sense of freedom that is tied to the performative power of asserting the right to appear in public assembly. Butler notes that "the exercise of freedom is something that does not come from you or from me, but from what is between us, from the bond we make at the moment in which we exercise freedom together, a bond without which there is not freedom at all" (52). The bond between audiences, artists, and aesthetic acts that the pop-up medium enables is itself an exercise in claiming the right to dwell, creatively and critically, within public space.
My experience teaching with pop-ups has informed the dir ection of my own research-creation work with MAS. In 2016, the studio produced Reconstruction for NightShift, Kitchen er-Waterloo's all-night art festival. This four-hour long projec tion performance asked audiences to reconstruct city blocks by tracing projected photographs of the city onto white cardboard screens. The images traced the main traffic corridor through Kitchener-Waterloo, which was under major construction for the implementation of a new LRT line. The photos all depicted preconstruction scenes, providing an archive of the recent past for contemplation. After audiences re-mapped these city landscapes, the cardboard screens were reassembled by a 'construction crew' of student performers (in construction gear) to re-enact the actual geography of the city corridor. Audiences were invited to walk down the reconstructed corridor and draw graffiti on the screens as a means of providing commentary on the reality of their city's ongoing transformation. The installation corridor looks different from the actual city streets, and yet is intimately recognizable to city inhabitants. It provided a collaborative reimagining and a col lective dialogue about the changing shape of the urban landscape. The screens that remain reflect both the utopic visions of more usable civic space in the downtown core and the real concerns about unaffordability and the lack of services for the city's most vulnerable populations. In the act of gathering to trace projected photographs, the pop-up enabled a collective articulation of both the ambivalences and hopes that local inhabitants project onto a lived space undergoing rapid transformation.
Experimenting with pop-ups in both the classroom and in the community has shown me the importance of such provisional, low-stakes, and brief aesthetic practices. The pop-up process has significantly reoriented my creative and scholarly practices, as well as those of my students-to productive ends. As someone com mitted to enacting politics through aesthetic experiences, I have found that the pop-up has become a valuable medium and test ing ground for my own questions on representation, community engagement, the publicness of discourse, and the value of nontextual knowledge production.
Notes

